
CONSTRUCTING	A	BRICS'	PATH	FOR	SUSTAINABLE	
DEVELOPMENT,	BRAZILIAN	AND	CHINESE	

PERSPECTIVES	ON	ENVIRONMENTAL	POLICIES

This exploratory research analyzed two case

studies, one from China and one from Brazil, in

order to find differences and similarities in

strategies among these two BRICS countries. The

BRICS as an analytical category as such, is explored

and contextualized.
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The BRICS, a block once based on purely economic

interests, has become a much broader forum for

cooperation. The countries that belong to the

BRICS represent today a combined nominal GDP

equivalent to approximately 20% of the gross

world product. They also concentrate abundant

natural resources and collectively account for 26%

of the world’s land mass and 46% of its population.

According to the World Trade Organization (WTO),

the BRICS’ share of global exports more than

doubled between 2001 and 2011, from 8% to 16%.

However, “the trend is that desirable economic

growth is accompanied by unsustainable levels of

consumption” (SANTANA, 2014) which means that

future sustainable development of the world will

be greatly impacted by planning paradigms and the

resulting economic performance of this group of

countries.

Urban challenges and questions of human

development will be of particular importance for

developing countries (REES & WACKERNAGEL),

and especially in countries as urbanized as Brazil,

as well as countries with humongous

environmental challenges ahead, like China. While

diverse experiences are being made in the differnt

development contexts, there is great potential for

cooperation and dialogue, from which all involved

can greatly benefit.
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The effects of these improvements will have on

human well-being in the BRICS countries are

starting to play out (FERREIRA & BARBI), even if

there is a growing number of complex

environmental challenges. It is necessary to

approach these with a different understanding of

the interdependencies between cities, their direct

surroundings and the greater regional systems, as

the solutions to environmental challenges do never

lie solely within the city borders.

Furthermore, international cooperation between

developing countries promises a fruitful exchange

on developed methodologies, and effectiveness of

environmental policies.

The goal of this research was to point out recent

success stories as well as difficulties, be it in social,

political or environmental aspects of those projects

that tackle very similar environmental challenges.

Furthermore, the case studies are placed in a

broader global and within the context of the BRICS

countries, to understand macro trends in the

developing world and point out opportunities for

dialogue on sustainablegrowth.

When it comes to sustainable development very

different approaches can be found in many

developing countries. However, even if there are

divergences in China and Brazil, that show in the

term ”Eco-Compensation” (ZHANG, 2011), which

categorically (and politically purposefully) delimits

Chinese initiatives from Western approaches, quite

similar market-based approaches to solving

environmental problems have emerged over the

past decades and have in great parts proven

successful. (GÓMEZ-BAGGETHUN2009)
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In addition to literature on the case studies, existing

background research on sustainability and

development informed this first exploratory study.

The analyzed case studies are:

1) the implementation of the Sloping Land

Conversion Program in China (CHEN et al.) and

2) the pioneer project for payment for ecosystem

services (PES) “Conservador das Águas” in

Extrema, Minas Gerais, Brazil (PRIA et al.).

Figure	1:	Longsheng Rice	Terraces.		Fonte:	Severin
Stadler,	2012.


